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ABSTRACT: The long cycle life stability and high energy density
are limiting broader feasible applications of supercapacitors (SCs).
The novel diamondized titania nanocomposite SCs deliver high
power and energy densities along with high capacitance retention
rates. SC electrodes were fabricated utilizing a combination of Ti
anodization followed by chemical vapor deposition resulting in the
simultaneous growth of the complex boron-doped diamond
(BDD)/TiC interface. The first-principles simulations along with
extended molecular investigations conducted by bright-field
transmission electron microscopy and high resolution-scanning
electron microscopy revealed that capacitive phenomena are
delivered by nanoporous, multifaceted, and substoichiometric
TiC, forming clusters at the lateral surfaces of titania nanotubes.
Next, TiC mechanical stability and effective charge transfer electrode−electrolyte are efficiently provided by the highly conductive,
although discontinuous BDD overlayer. The assembled two-electrode SC devices exhibited capacitances of 15 mF cm−2, which were
stable at 0.1 V s−1 scan rate in various neutral aqueous electrolytes. The composite TiO2 nanotube arrays-BDD SCs showed
outstanding long-term cycling stability with a capacitance retention of 93% after 100,000 chronopotentiometry cycles verified by
postaging cyclic voltammetry tests. In parallel, the energy and power density calculated at a current density of 3 A g−1 achieved levels
as high as 14.74 W h kg−1 and 24.68 kW kg−1, revealing the superior performance of the assembled devices compared to recently
reported SCs.

1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid consumption of fossil fuel resources and the severe
threat of climate change has caused a shift of attention toward
renewable energy sources and efficient energy storage devices.
The available lithium-ion batteries have the advantage of a high
energy density, but their solid-state reaction limits their power
density. On the other hand, the economy of lithium-ion
batteries is somewhat limited by various factors, which might
be a significant obstacle for large-scale energy storage
applications.1 Supercapacitors (SCs), on the other hand,
have an intrinsic advantage of a high power density because
the reaction mostly occurs at the electrode surface.2 Titanium
dioxide nanotube arrays (TiO2NTs) are among the promising
materials for SCs. They show a high specific surface area and a
direct pathway of charge transport through the nanotubes to
the collector (titanium substrate).3

To improve the SC performance, several various treatments
and modifications have been reported in the literature
including doping,4,5 polymer deposition,6 forming hybrid

capacitors,7 overgrowth by a porous film,8 hydrogenation,9 or
nitridation10 to enhance the electrochemical capacitance of
titania nanotubes.
Salari et al.11 investigated an annealed, highly ordered

TiO2NT array as a SC, reaching a capacitance of up to 0.9 mF
cm−2. The low specific capacitances were mainly attributed to
poor electrochemical activity and low conductivity, thereby
restricting its applications in the construction of high-
performance SCs.12,13 Lu et al.13 reported that a hydrogenation
process led to increased conductivity and electrochemical
activity of TiO2 nanotubes, which could be attributed to the
increased donor density and surface-grafted hydroxyl groups
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during hydrogenation. The thermal hydrogenation procedure
leads to the increase of capacitance from 0.9 to about 6 mF
cm−2 after a few cycles9 and over 7 mF cm−2 for titania
nanotubes treated with a hydrogen plasma.14

Besides the low capacitances of titania nanotubes, the major
drawback of presently existing SCs is their limited specific
energy.10 To overcome these issues, various strategies could be
undertaken such as the already-mentioned tuning of the
capacitor electrode, using an admixture of soluble redox-active
species (e.g., Fe(CN)6 3−/4−)8 in the working electrolyte or
depositing redox-active layers (e.g., metal oxide, conductive
polymer or porous carbon films) on the capacitor electrode
surfaces.15−17 The last approach tends to have been playing
mainstream role recently because of its radical improvement of
electrochemical performance18 toward SC and super-battery
devices.
Various sp2 rich carbon powders or particles have been

widely studied because they require neither current collectors
nor organic binders. The sp3-rich carbon materials open a new
prospect for SCs; for example, diamond-coated electrodes
enable them to work in aqueous electrolytes, increasing
capacitance by their extended working potential range.
For electrochemical capacitors, the amount of stored energy

E depends on both the achieved capacitance C and the voltage
applied between the electrodes V according to the equation: E
= 1/2CV2. Therefore, the operating polarization range is a key
factor, although the overall electrochemical performance is of
critical importance because the overpotentials can significantly
reduce the energy storage capability of a SC.19 The proper
electrolyte provides ionic conductivity and thus facilitates
charge compensation on both electrodes of the cell. Recently,
the majority of commercial electrochemical capacitors have
been based on organic electrolytes with a cell voltage of 2.5−
2.8 V. However, their use is associated with a low specific
capacitance value, high price, and toxicity. Contrary to this,
aqueous electrolytes can offer a higher conductivity,
capacitance, and lower environmental impact, but they suffer
from narrow electrochemical windows limited by the
decomposition of the water. Therefore, the cell voltage is
usually limited to about 1 V (although there are new families of
aqueous lithium-ion batteries that can perform at high
voltages20).
Boron-doped diamond (BDD) is widely recognized for its

high electrochemical window and chemical stability in aqueous
electrolytes, offering not only a high specific capacitance value
but also a potentially high energy density and power density
and electrochemical stability during the charge−discharge
process. The hydrogen-rich plasma used for BDD growth
caused vast degradation of titanium collectors, inducing the
formation of brittle titanium hydrides. Titania nanotubes (e.g.,
TiO2) produced using anodic oxidation on the Ti surface
suppress that process because it limits the interactions of the
hydrogen plasma with the substrate.
Various porous BDD nanostructures were reported as

potential SC electrodes21 including growth at SiO2 micro-
spheres as a template on a Ta substrate,22 electrostatic
assembling of nanodiamond seeds,12 and so forth. Hence,
because of the limited scaling of micropores, the porous BDD
delivers relatively low capacitance when compared with
amorphous carbon or titanium carbide (TiC).23 However,
creating hybrid materials might have a positive impact on the
SC performance. TiC, being one of the most promising
transition metal carbides with high chemical and thermal

stability, and low electrical resistivity24 is often used as a
compound in energy storage hybrid materials.25 Xu et al.26

recently reported plasma electrolytic oxidation as an efficient
method, also forming a TiO2 barrier on the titanium substrate.
They overgrow such a substrate onto the TiC/BDD composite
film, achieving a capacitance of 46.3 mF cm−2 along with an
energy density of 47.4 W h kg−1 and a power density of 2.2 kW
kg−1. Nevertheless, the TiC/BDD composite exhibits capaci-
tance retention of 16% after 10,000 cycles mainly because of
the degradation of the pores.
This particular work is devoted to the understanding of

improved charge storage mechanisms and long-term cycling
stability of titania nanocomposites overgrown by BDD for SC
purposes. The first-principle simulations along with extended
molecular investigations by bright-field-transmission electron
microscopy (BF-TEM) and high resolution-scanning electron
microscopy (HR-SEM) allows for informative insight revealing
the origin of high level and stability of capacitance of
TiO2NT−BDD composites. To our best knowledge, this is
the first report revealing complex information about the origin
of enhanced charge storage in the TiO2 nanotube−BDD
composite. Next, the series of fully assembled symmetric SCs,
utilizing diamondized titania electrodes were also first
fabricated and reported. SC investigations include electro-
chemical properties, capacitances, capacitance retention, and
power and energy densities. The use of diamondized
electrodes has allowed for an increase of the applied voltage
range in aqueous electrolytes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Preparation of Electrode Layers. Titanium dioxide

nanotubes TiO2NT were obtained via two-step anodization.
First, titanium foil (Spinex, grade 1) was chemically polished
for 60 s in a mixture of hydrofluoric acid, nitrogen acid, and
water with a volume ratio of 1:4:5, respectively. After the
chemical polishing process, the titanium foil was degreased in
acetone, ethanol, and water in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min
each. The anodization process was performed in an electrolyte
containing 0.3 wt % of NH4F dissolved in a solution containing
95% ethylene glycol and 5% water for 60 min under
polarization of 60 V at 23 °C. The electrolyte was stirred
throughout the anodization process at a speed of 150 rpm. A
platinum mesh was used as a counter electrode. After the first
anodization was complete, the samples were rinsed with water,
dried in warm air, and immersed in a 0.5% solution of oxalic
acid for 16 h at 45 °C. Next, the second anodization was
conducted under the same conditions. Finally, the samples
were immersed in 0.04% hot filament (HF) for 10 s, rinsed
with water, and dried. The TiO2 nanotubes were annealed in a
tube furnace at 450 °C for 2 h, with heating steps of 2 °C/min,
and left to cool in the furnace. The above procedure was
successfully applied in earlier works.27

The optimized conditions of the BDD film deposition on a
TiO2NT layer were experimentally investigated, with the
deposition carried out using a microwave plasma-assisted
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) system (SEKI Technotron
AX5400S). The substrates were seeded using a commercial
nanodiamond suspension (Blueseeds, AdamasNano, USA) by
spin-coating. The induced heated stage was kept at 450 °C and
the plasma microwave power was set to 1300 W during the
diamond deposition process. The total flow of gas was set to
260 sccm and the CH4/H2 molar ratio was kept at 4%. The in-
situ boron-doping was held by using diborane (B2H6) with the
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B/C ratio at 10,000 ppm. The growth time was 1 h, producing
a nanocrystalline film of ca. 300 nm thickness.
2.2. Electrochemical Studies. Electrochemical measure-

ments of the nanocomposite layers were investigated by cyclic
voltammetry (CV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) and galvanostatic charge−discharge tests (CP) using a
potentiostat−galvanostat (VMP-3, Bio-Logic, France) under
the EC-Lab software.
First, the electrode materials were studied in a three-

electrode electrochemical cell. The Ag|AgCl|3.0 M KCl, Ag|
AgCl electrodes and Pt mesh served as the reference and the
counter electrode, respectively. Different types of Ti/TiO2/
BDD were used as working electrodes. For all tested
composites, titanium plate served as the substrate. The CV
measurements were carried out in contact with 1.0 mol dm−3

K2SO4, Na2SO4, Li2SO4, KCl, NaCl, LiCl, KNO3 aqueous
solutions. The charge−discharge measurements were carried
out in aqueous electrolytes (1 M NaNO3 and 1 M Na2SO4)
with a current density equal to 2 mA cm−2 (per geometric area
of the electrode substrate) in two different polarization ranges:
−0.9 to 1.1 and −0.9 to 1.5 V. The EIS was performed in a
wide frequency range from 0.05 Hz to 100 kHz in a 1.0 mol
dm−3 NaNO3 solution. Spectra were recorded at open circuit
potential with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 10 mV and 15
points per frequency decade. For all measurements, the
electrolytes were initially purged with argon for 45 min in
order to remove the oxygen, and all the investigations were
carried out in an argon atmosphere.
Electrochemical tests were also performed using fully

assembled symmetric two-electrode cells in a coffee bag
system. The commercially available foil was used for the
preparation of the SC cells. The electrodes were shaped to
allow the cells to be prepared without additional electrical
contacts wires were connected directly to the uncovered
titanium substrate (see the Supporting Information file, Figure
S1). The geometric area of one electrode covered by TiO2/
BDD was equal to 5.76 cm2. A Whatman paper was used as a
separator. An aqueous solution of 1 M KNO3 was used as an
electrolyte.
Coffee bags were enclosed under a vacuum using a Mini

Jumbo Henkelman Vacuum System. All of the electrochemical
measurements for the SC were performed in a 1 M NaNO3
aqueous electrolyte purged with argon. Analyses were carried

out in a two-electrode setup, with both electrodes composed of
the reported material. The SC cells were tested using CV (scan
rate 200 mV s−1) and multiple galvanostatic charge−discharge
cycles (ik = ia = 10 mA). The geometric surface area of the
tested electrodes was equal to 2.9 cm2.

2.3. Physico-Chemical Characterization Techniques
and First-Principles Approach. SEM JEOL JSM-840
(JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) was used to characterize the topography
of the investigated electrodes. The microscope was operating
under a 15 kV accelerating voltage. The secondary electron
detector working in high vacuum mode (pressure 10−4 Pa) was
used to observe the structure of the Ti/TiO2/BDD surfaces.
The detailed microstructure and local element distribution of
BDD@TiO2 materials were examined by TEM (JEOL JEM-
2200FS) and energy-dispersive system (Oxford Xmax 80T),
respectively.
The molecular structure of the pristine and modified TiO2

nanotube surface was analyzed using the Raman technique.
The Raman spectra were recorded using a Raman system
(LabRAM Aramis, Horiba Jobin Yvon) at room temperature
with a 473 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser for excitation.
The spectra were recorded in the range of 100−1800 cm−1.
The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was

carried out using an Axis Supra spectrometer (Kratos
Analytical). The spectroscope was equipped with an Al Kα
source. The pass energy was 20 eV and the spot size diameter
was 2 × 0.7 mm. The instrument was calibrated on metallic
gold and copper. The obtained spectra were analyzed using the
CasaXPS 2.3.18 software on a Shirley background.
First-principles calculations within density functional theory

(DFT) method,28 available within the program Atomistix
ToolKit version 2019.03, QuantumWise Synopsys29,30 was
used for simulation of differential quantum capacitance (QC)
of electrodes. The general gradient approximation with
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof exchange−correlation functionals.
Moreover, Fritz Haber Institute (FHI) pseudopotential code
was utilized in modeling capacitance properties.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Structure of TiO2NT−BDD Electrodes. The Raman
signals recorded for pristine TiO2 nanotubes (TiO2NT) and
covered by boron-doped (TiO2NT−BDD) are shown in

Figure 1. (a) Raman spectra for TiO2NT and TiO2NT−BDD, (b) top-view SEM micrographs for TiO2NT, (c−f) top-view TiO2NT−BDD
images.
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Figure 1a. There are distinguishable bands (145, 396, 518 and
637 cm−1) confirming the dominant allotrope variety of the
synthesized nanotubes to be anatase.31 The TiO2−BDD
reveals Raman bands around 1353 and 1600 cm−1. The first
band can be attributed to the disordered carbon (D-band) that
is associated with a double-resonance effect,32 described by a
second disorder-induced band at 1350 cm−1. The second band
is characterized as the G-band correlating to in-plane stretching
at 1582 cm−1. The shift of the G-band to 1600 cm−1 may
indicate that graphite present on the outer surface of the
nanotube contains sp2 carbon clusters.33 Additionally, the
carbon associated band shift to 1353 and 1600 cm−1 in the
TiO2NT−BDD composite suggests a strong interaction of the
BDD with TiO2 nanotubes, which could enhance the charge
transfer between both components, and as a result, hamper
charge recombination.34 Moreover, the Raman spectra reveal
that the anatase structure is transformed into a new structure
characterized by a Raman band located near 203 cm−1, which
is typical for Ti2O3.

35 A few slightly shifted bands can also be
noticed. Furthermore, noticeable broad signals centered
around 416 and 627 cm−1 suggest the existence of TiC in
the nanotube structure.36 These signals, together with those
around 150 and 516 cm−1, can be attributed to the internal
stress of the crystalline structure generated by the TiO2 and
TiC clusters.37 In their studies on amorphous carbon
nanocomposite films doped by titanium, Zemek et al.38

reported a similar effect, with sp2 hybridization within
subsurface TiC clusters. The appearance of TiC or similar
structures during diamond growth in CVD explains the
presence of high G and D band intensities on Raman spectra.
At the same time, the presence of these two bands may
indicate the relatively low quality of the deposited diamond
film, as only sp2-type bonded carbon can be identified. The
above-mentioned conclusion is supported by the indefinite
shape of the BDD grains at the TiO2NT−BDD surface.
The surface of the TiO2NT−BDD electrodes was analyzed

using a SEM (Figures 1b−f and 2a,b). The BDD film
deposited on the surface of the TiO2 nanotubes is semi-
continuous and covered with micron-sized cracks (refer to
Figure 1c). The film consists of nanocrystals ranging in size
from 10 to 100 nm, which local differences in the

crystallographic structure, in particular in cracks vicinity
(Figure 1d−f). The polycrystalline BDD exhibits columnar
growth with a highly tailorable microstructure and intergrain
porosity. This can be confirmed by previous work.27,39 The
obtained nanotubes have a regular anatase crystalline structure,
with the internal diameter and length equal to about 100 nm
and 10 μm, respectively. It is noticeable that the morphology of
the TiO2 nanotubes formed in the anodization process is
typical for such structures.40 The reference Raman spectros-
copy mapping was performed, revealing the surface homoge-
neity of the TiO2NT−BDD electrodes (see the Supporting
Information file, Figure S2), which supports the heterogeneous
development of BDD crystallites. Furthermore, reported by
authors carbon-rich inclusions are well-documented on the HR
cross-section SEM image, shown in Figure 2a,b.
Figure 2a shows the cross-section SEM images of the

TiO2NT−BDD electrode, with Figure 2b emphasized on the
discussed spherical sp2 carbon-rich structures, previously
reported as TiC clusters. It is clear that the TiO2NT’s are
overgrown with these structures and their number is the
highest directly beneath the BDD layer. These nanotubes were
further analyzed, as shown in Figure 2c−f.
Figure 2c shows the element distribution of TiO2NT−BDD,

indicating that BDD is evenly distributed on the surface of
TiO2 nanotubes. Here the distribution can only be analyzed
qualitatively. The selective area electron diffraction (SAED)
pattern in Figure 2d reveals high crystallinity and strong
electron diffraction. The sheet-like structure of BDD is more
clearly revealed by the HR TEM in Figure 2e,f, corresponding
to the squared region in Figure 2b. The HR-TEM studies
indicate that the TiO2 core in the size of about 30 nm is
encased in much layered carbide-rich phases. Furthermore, the
encasing carbide-rich phases have parallel fringes, confirming
the well-crystallized nature.
The HF CVD process of BDD growth was previously

reported to partially disintegrate the titania nanotubes,41 when
the presence of activated hydrogen and carbon radicals leads to
the formation of novel architectures and mixtures of nano-
phases, including nonstoichiometric titania and titania
carbides. Sawczak et al. confirmed these findings through in-
depth Raman and XPS studies of TiO2NT−BDD.42 Our

Figure 2. (a) Cross-section SEM image for TiO2NT−BDD and (b) SEM image emphasized on sp2-C structures grown on titania nanotubes, (c)
element distribution at the nanotube taken from TiO2NT−BDD sample, (d) low magnification BF-TEM image with the corresponding SAED
pattern shown as inset, (e,f) a high magnification BF-TEM micrographs of the TiO2NT−BDD material corresponding to squared region designated
from image (b).
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recent findings, based on HR-TEM studies, revealed that the
lattices within the carbon-rich growths on titania nanotubes are
about 0.3 and 0.34 nm, respectively, which is slightly larger
than the DFT calculated Ti−C bond length of 0.224 nm,43,44

but often found for titanium carbides upon incorporation of
oxygen45 or hydrogen atoms, which is said to increase the
lattice parameters.46 Furthermore, the introduction of
vacancies in substoichiometric TiC compounds affects
structural relaxations largely increasing the atomic distances.47

The HR-TEM images show that the more efficient
conducting pathways of ionic diffusion may be played by the
pores and cracks present within the BDD layer, as well as the
interfacial voids may determine the enhanced capacitive effect
of the TiO2NT−BDD electrodes (refer to Figure 2f).
Furthermore, the significant increase in electrode capacitance
may be a result of the high development of the electroactive
surface area by carbide-rich clusters, which are grown on titania
nanowalls. Our HR-TEM images, shown in Figure 2c−e, allow
to draw a conclusion regarding low local density, incomparable
to this of TiO2NT and visualized in the form of folding. A
similar anomalous increase in carbon capacitance at pore sized
less than 1 nm was reported in the literature by the Gogotsi
group.48,49

Next, the theoretical energetic elaborations of favorable
deposition mechanism at the titania nanotubes interface
suggest that Ti−C complex requires the lowest bonding
energy in that system (435 kJ mol−1).50 The other potential
complexes growing in used microwave plasma composition51

[OES]: C−C (607 kJ mol−1), CC (682 kJ mol−1), C−O
(1076.5 kJ mol−1), CO (1075 kJ mol−1)52 might be
synthesized, hence, they are not dominating energetically.
First, it should be raised up that TiO2NT substrates undergo

nanodiamond seeding procedure supporting efficient diamond
nucleation, preferring sp3-rich structure growth. The poly-
crystalline diamond phase morphology was clearly observed in
the SEM. Moreover, Raman mapping extended studies
revealed also typical BDD spectra pattern. Certainly, nano-
diamond seeds perform here as an effective center of BDD
nucleation, where Ti−C phase growth will be limited.
Nevertheless, nanodiamond seeds exhibit reduced seeding
density at multi-faceted TiO2NT surface, including weakly-
seeded regions inside and at lateral surfaces of nanotubes.
These regions would dominantly work as the efficient
nucleation sites of Ti−C phase as illustrated in HR-SEM

(Figure 2b). Ti−C forms ball-shaped nanoclusters with
developed morphology corresponding to the multi-faceted
substoichiometric structure. This effect is attributed to the
carbide add-layer formation at the tubular nanostructure of
anatase TiO2. In general, the BDD phase undergoes the
standard formation mechanism53 slightly modified by lower
seeding density and complex nano-tubular interface. Essen-
tially, conducted CVD process and plasma chemistry during
BDD growth induces TiC formation, which was not achievable
at other conditions, that is, surface carburization or hydro-
genation. Thus, we named this process here as titania nanotube
“diamondization” because the BDD does not deliver capacitive
effect at the electrode surface.
In details, the proposed molecular growth mechanism Ti−C

at the interface of TiO2NT−BDD composite is following: (I)
O abstraction at the growth anatase surface enhanced by
presence of atomic hydrogen in plasma, as revealed by An et
al.,54 (II) reactive H radicals lead to breaking of the weaker
bonds, creating dangling titanium bonding, (III) attachment of
a CHx radicals to the titanium surface due to the lowest Ti−C
bond energy of 435 kJ mol−1, which are responsible for the
enhanced electrochemical performance and developed mor-
phology; (IV) bridging of these adsorbates induced by (V)
constant H abstraction in hydrogen rich plasma. The devised
mechanism is directly corroborated with shown below TEM
imaging, XPS and Raman data, revealing significant content of
TiC phase. It delivers large capacitances in bulk,55 nano-
porous,56 or 2D forms.23,57

Figure 3 shows the HR XPS spectra recorded for the studied
TiO2NT and TiO2NT−BDD electrodes in the energy range of
Ti 2p, C 1s and O 1s peaks. The spectra obtained for TiO2NT
in Ti 2p energy range (Figure 3a) reveal a single chemical state
with a Ti 2p3/2 peak located at 458.7 eV characteristic of TiO2
in the form of anatase.40,58−60 Upon BDD deposition, the
share of titanium on the electrode surface is vastly diminished,
yet still somewhat noticeable, which is mostly due to reported
discontinuity and localized growth of the BDD film.
Importantly, the peak position of titanium oxide remnants
on the electrode surface is not altered.
The C 1s and O 1s peaks (Figure 3b,c, respectively) prove

the successful deposition of a BDD thin film on top of the
TiO2NT surface. The principal constituent of the TiO2NT−
BDD surface is carbon (95.2 at.%), with its primary
component located at approx. 284.0 eV, a value frequently

Figure 3. HR XPS spectra recorded for TiO2NT and TiO2NT−BDD electrodes in the energy range of (a) Ti 2p, (b) C 1s, and (c) O 1s peaks, and
HR-XPS spectra recorded in the cross-section of TiO2NT−BDD, focused on the carbon-rich structures.
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reported and characteristic of a hydrogenated BDD surface.
The share of C−CBDD component exceeds 90% of the total
carbon contribution. The second component of the
deconvoluted TiO2NT−BDD C 1s peak is positively shifted
by +1.3 eV versus the primary component and attributed to
adventitious carbon, typical for air contamination and
oxygenated termination bonds on the BDD electrode sur-
face.61,62 Finally, a small contribution is observed at approx.
283.0 eV, characteristic of carbon−boron interaction within
BDD. On the other hand, the C 1s chemistry of the bare
TiO2NT electrodes suggests some presence of adventitious
carbon contamination and residues of the organic compounds
used during the anodization process, its share not exceeding 14
at. %. The chemistry of the O 1s peak for the TiO2NT
electrode surface corroborates the TiO2 presence, with a peak
at 529.9 eV. Furthermore, the O 1s-TiO2 to Ti 2p3/2-TiO2
ratio is 2.12:1. Two smaller O 1s features, shifted toward a
more positive binding energy (BE) values should be attributed
to C−O and CO, which result from glycol residues within
the NTs, and storage of the electrodes in atmospheric air. The
surface hydroxyl species and nonlattice oxygen within the TiO2
structure will overlap the component peaking at 531.7 eV.63

For the TiO2NT−BDD electrode, the only source of oxygen
originates from the adsorption of contaminants from the air
atmosphere.
The HR XPS spectra were also recorded in the cross-section

of the TiO2NT−BDD layer, analogous to one shown in Figure
2b, with the goal to provide a chemical description of carbon-
rich nanostructures grown on the titania nanotubes. Here,
apart from the signal originating from TiO2, a strong Ti 2p3/2
peak indicating titanium−carbon interaction is clearly visible at
455.0 eV.42,64,65 The presence of titanium carbides is further
confirmed based on the shape of the recorded C 1s spectrum,
where two components appear, which are characteristic for
TiC. The TiC component (BE at 282.1 eV) and TiC* (283.0
eV) were previously reported for amorphous carbon films
containing nanocrystalline titanium carbides.64,66 Lewin et al.
conclude that the share of TiC* in the recorded spectra
increases significantly with smaller grain sizes. Here, the major
C 1s component (BE at 285.1 eV) originates primarily from
amorphous carbon and carbon−oxygen interaction in BDD-
like structures. The above-presented model is further
supported by the O 1s spectra deconvolution.
3.2. Electrochemical Characterization of TiO2NT−

BDD Composite Electrodes. Electrochemical studies of
the TiO2NT−BDD nanocomposite electrodes were carried out
in order to evaluate their utility as an electrode material for SC.
Electrodes were tested in three-electrode electrochemical cell
and two-electrode symmetric supercapacitor as shown in

Figure 4b. The CV curves recorded for the differently
pretreated TiO2NT electrodes are shown in Figure 4a. The
measurements were carried out in the potential range of −0.9
to +0.8 V versus Ag|AgCl|3 M KCl with a scan rate equal to
100 mV s−1.
All modified electrodes display a highly rectangular shape

without redox peaks, which indicates a capacitive nature of the
electrodes. CV results show good charge−discharge reversi-
bility of the composites. Another one of the reported reasons
for the capacitance enhancement of the TiO2NT−BDD
composite may be related to the hydrogenation phenomenon
that occurs in the deposition chamber during BDD
sputtering.13,67 However, it is clear that the enhancement of
the capacitance induced by the BDD layer deposition at the
TiO2NT surpasses the one offered solely by hydrogenation of
the TiO2NT surface, in studied aqueous electrolyte. The CV
curves recorded for unmodified TiO2NT, shown for
comparison, exhibits negligible capacitance.
Even though the electrochemical route of hydrogenation

gives better results than hydrogen plasma treatment, the
obtained results do not vary significantly. On the other hand,
the hydrogen plasma treatment was performed under the same
parameters as the BDD deposition, but without a source of
carbon and boron, proving the positive impact of diamond-
ization on energy storage ability. Interestingly, BDD deposited,
for example, on silicon wafers, does not show the ability to
store an electric charge,68 which compose a valuable rationale
for the hypothesis regarding capacitance increase by carbide-
rich structures overgrowing the titania NTs. Recently, the
enhanced capacitive effect was attributed to the transformation
of TiO2 to Ti2O3 and nonstoichiometric TiC,53 while our BF-
TEM studies showed that it is delivered by nano-cylindrical
and multi-faceted TiC clusters nucleated by surfaces defect at
the inter-tubular interfaces of TiO2NT array.
The TiO2NT−BDD electrode was then investigated in

different neutral aqueous electrolytes at a concentration of 1.0
mol dm−3: K2SO4, Na2SO4, Li2SO4, KCl, NaCl, LiCl, and
KNO3. We decided to use neutral pH because in such an
environment it is possible to utilize wider operating polar-
ization range, which offers a stable response from the studied
material, compared to acidic and basic electrolytes.69 As seen
in Figure 5, the TiO2NT−BDD composite layers display the
same highly rectangular shape without redox peaks and good
charge−discharge reversibility. Moreover, the type of electro-
lyte ion, both anion, and cation, only slightly affects the current
density of the electrode layer in the investigated polarization
range (−0.9 to 0.8 V vs Ag|AgCl|3 M KCl). Because of the
various hydrated ion sizes and the various ionic conductivities
of studied ions, we expected different capacitances of the

Figure 4. Comparison of CV curves recorded for unmodified TiO2NT, TiO2NT−BDD, electrochemically hydrogenated TiO2NT, and hydrogen
plasma-treated TiO2NT (a) along with scheme of the electrode system and components.
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electrode depending on the electrolyte. However, similar to
study by Qu et al. there were no obvious differences among the
investigated electrolytes (Li2SO4, Na2SO4 and K2SO4) at low
scan rates.70

The normalized capacitance values C (mF cm−2) were
calculated from the relation C = i/ν·A, where i is the current
(A), ν is the potential sweep rate (0.1 V s−1), and A is the
electrode surface (cm2).71 The capacitance of the TiO2NT−
BDD electrode is highest at the highest electrolyte
concentration, reaching ∼15 mF cm−2. The achieved
capacitance value is almost twice as high as we previously
received for a BDD layer with the [B]/[C] ratios of 10k
prepared in the gas phase.27 Furthermore, the received value is
much higher than the capacitance 9.5 mF cm−2 obtained for
other diamond-based electrodes.72

As previously mentioned, BDD is known for its high
oxidation and reduction overpotentials in aqueous electrolytes.
For this reason, the goal of the next analysis was to investigate
the electrode stability with increasing anodic polarization

potential. The results obtained for selected sulfate-based
electrolytes are shown in Figure 6a within the polarization
range of −0.9 to 1.8 V versus Ag|AgCl, whereas measurements
for electrolytes with various anions in few selected polarization
ranges are shown in Figure 6b−d.
As seen, there is no significant difference in current densities

between the TiO2NT−BDD electrodes in each tested sulfate-
based electrolyte. Moreover, the studied electrodes in electro-
lytes containing different anions showed stability in the anodic
polarization up to 1.5 V in both nitrate and sulfate solutions.
For chlorides, a significantly narrower stability range is
noticeable, which is related to the Cl−-to-Cl2 electrooxidation.
This means that BDD exhibits high overpotential only for a
water oxidation reaction but not a chlorine evolution reaction.
Multiple galvanostatic charge−discharge tests were carried

out for the TiO2NT−BDD electrodes in two previously
selected aqueous electrolytes: 1 M NaNO3 and 1 M Na2SO4
(Figure 7). Polarization with an anodic and cathodic current
gives almost identical normalized capacitance values for a
potential window equal to 2.0 V in both electrolytes, indicating
a reversible process of charge storage. After a test sequence of
1000 charge−discharge cycles, over 94.0 and 78.2% of the
initially normalized capacitances were maintained for the
TiO2NT−BDD electrode polarized in the narrower potential
window (ΔE = 2.0 V) in 1 M NaNO3, and 1 M Na2SO4,
respectively. Increasing the potential window does not
translate to the capacitance increase. The capacitances
calculated after charge−discharge tests for ΔE = 2.4 V were
even smaller, equal to 52.0% of the initial value obtained in
nitrate, and 44.4% in sulfate. These results suggest that nitrate
is the more stable electrolyte in this system.
The chronopotentiometry curves observed for the narrower

potential window (inset Figure 7a) reveal symmetric shape
with a linear variation of voltage with time. Thus, the IR drop
is negligible and the system exhibits the ideal electric double
layer capacitance (EDLC). For comparison, the charge/
discharge profile obtained between −0.9 and 1.5 V, in both

Figure 5. CV curves of the TiO2NT−BDD electrode recorded in
various electrolytes; ν = 100 mV s−1.

Figure 6. Current density values of the TiO2NT−BDD electrode recorded in (a) sulfates differing in cations in the range of −0.9 ÷ 1.8 V; different
polarization ranges in (b) 1 M NaNO3, (c) 1 M Na2SO4, (d) 1 M NaCl; sweep rate 100 mV s−1.
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electrolytes, displayed a nonlinearity, which represented the
pseudocapacitance behavior resulting from a Faradic reaction,
connected with the oxidation of the BDD termination layer
under deep anodic polarization73 (inset Figure 7b).
The presented results allowed a conclusion to be made

regarding the various electrochemical stabilities of the
investigated TiO2NT−BDD electrodes in a wide anodic
polarization range, depending on the studied electrolyte.
Exceeding an anodic polarization of 1.4 V is sufficient for
modification of the electrochemical performance of BDD
electrodes by oxidation of the termination functional
groups.61,62,74−76 The BDD oxidation has been thoroughly
studied in acidic electrolytes, where anodic polarization results
in a charge transfer resistance increase and capacitance drop, as
a consequence. Oxidized termination of TiO2NT−BDD is
considered as the primary factor behind the worsened
electrode stability during the chronopotentiometry test.
Furthermore, deep anodic polarization seems to have a

different effect on BDD electrodes depending on the studied
electrolyte. Cai et al.77 showed that the hydroxyl radical
generation yield in nitrates is much lower than in the sulfate
media and adsorbed nitrate anions block sites where hydroxyl

radicals are formed by water oxidation. The aforementioned
results were true under various anodic polarization conditions
(+1.0 and +3.0 V). The consequence of hydroxyl radical
generation and TiO2NT−BDD surface oxidation is a more
rapid capacitance decrease for electrodes immersed in a sulfate-
containing electrolyte. Therefore, we decided to use 1 M
NaNO3 in further studies on the SC.

3.3. First-Principles Simulation of Diamondized
Titania Nanotubes Electrodes. The first-principles model-
ing of fabricated here TiO2NT−BDD SC was based on the
atomic-scale simulations of a parallel plate nanocapacitor
assumed,78 applying the structural data revealed by TEM and
XPS. The method applied for simulating the capacitance from
first-principles is to derive the electrostatic energy and from
that the QC as previously reported for graphene79 or MoS2.

80

Three different “two-electrode” slab models of SC were built
to conduct first-principles simulations of QC using representa-
tive electrodes: (I) bare titania nanotube at Ti substrate, (II)
titania nanotubes covered by BDD and (III) titania nanotubes
covered by TiC.
The as-fabricated in-experiment diamondized titania elec-

trode could not be directly simulated because of its complexity

Figure 7. TiO2NT−BDD electrode capacitance as a function of cycle number in 1 M NaNO3 and 1 M Na2SO4 recorded in at various polarization
ranges: (a) −0.9 to 1.1 V (ΔE = 2.0 V), (b) −0.9 to 1.5 V (ΔE = 2.4 V); current density: 2 mA cm−2. Insets: the last cathodic and anodic branches
(997−1000 cycle) of the chronopotentiometry curve.

Figure 8. Specific two-electrode slabs devices: (a) reference bare TiO2NT; (b) TiO2NT covered by BDD and (c) TiO2NT covered by TiC
separated by H2SO4-based electrolyte.
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and too large the atomic system for DFT simulations.
Nevertheless, selected slabs configurations directly correspond
to the specific cases of the experimental electrode structure
(see Figure 8).
The (I) slab case (Figure 8a) was built utilizing the ideal

body-centered cubic allotropic form of titanium [called Ti(β)]
working as a metallic substrate, anatase (TiO2) ad-layer
simulating nanotube and spacer-separator with the dielectric
constant of sulfuric acid-based electrolyte (ε = 90).
The (II) slab case consists of Ti(β), anatase ad-layer similar

to slab (I) and four BDD(111) layers (see Figure 8b). Because
the polycrystalline BDD electrode fabricated by CVD methods
are usually dominated by (111) planes,81 such a surface has
been selected for DFT investigation QC. The reconstructed
diamond surface was terminated by hydrogen atoms, and two
boron atoms were placed within the second carbon layer from
the top surface to approximate the Raman spectra correspond-
ing acceptor concentration of 1 × 1021 cm−3 (see the
Supporting Information file, Figure S2), as reported in earlier
studies.82

The (III) slab case was designed utilizing Ti(β), anatase ad-
layer analogous to slab (I) replacing BDD(111) present in the
slab (II) by four TiC layers (see Figure 8c). The anatase TiO2
was simulated as a tetragonal structure (space group, I41/
amd),83 while TiC as face-centered cubic crystal NaCl-type
structure (face-centered cubic) with space group Fm3̅m
(225).44 The spacing between electrodes was set to 10 c5
for all the slabs. Next, the cross-section area was equal to 45.28
c52. The built “two-electrode” slab models are in agreement
with Landauer−Buttker formalism84,85 QC was derived
utilizing electrostatic difference potential and differential
electron density.
The simulated QC reaches values of 6.39045 × 10−21,

7.97111 × 10−21 and 2.04258 × 10−20 F for (I), (II) and (III)
slab case, respectively. Thus, BDD at titania (case II) results in
25% rise of QC, while TiC at titania (case III) delivers 320%
higher QR relating to reference bare anatase (case I).
In general, the differential charge density exhibits smaller

values for BDD (case II), when compared with TiC (case III)
or referencing TiO2 (case I shown in Figure 9a). In (II) case
with BDD coverage (see Figure 9b), the charge is delocalized,
thus, not only present narrowly to the BDD surface but then a
large amount of the charge migrates into the depth of the
electrode structure down to titania delivering in effect average
values of QC. Analysis of charge redistribution at the BDD
interface led us to conclude that holes of hydrogen-terminated
BDD directly interact with the electrolyte while its electrons
recombine with the excited holes of TiO2

86 resulting in
scattered charge distribution.
The significant increase of QC in case (III) corresponds to

the tightly localized charge distribution in the dense
interatomic structure of TiC. The major charge accumulation
takes place in a very narrow region right above the surface (see
Figure 9c), forming two peaks between the two outer surface
atoms (Ti and C). A strong covalent interaction between two
layers will result in significant accumulation of charge density,
hence similar interactions were reported for Ti2C and Ti3C2
used for MXENES exfoliation87 known also as superior
capacitors.88

3.4. Investigation of the Assembled TiO2NT−BDD
SCs. To fabricate symmetric SC cells, two identical electrodes
were placed in contact with an aqueous electrolyte in a coffee
bag system, as described in the Experimental Section. The

photography documentation from the assembling of the
investigated SCs is available in the Supporting Information
Figure S1. CV was used for the electrochemical character-
ization of the electrode materials in a two-electrode system.
First, a comparison between TiO2NT and TiO2NT−BDD
symmetric cells was made. The CV curves registered for the
TiO2NT/TiO2NT system, depending on the range of the
applied voltage, is shown in Figure 10a. The electrochemical
activity observed at low voltage can be described as a reversible
electrochemical reduction of Ti4+ centers with simultaneous
H+ doping.89 The low current density registered at the higher
voltage region is related to the electrical double layer of the
metal oxide/electrolyte interface. The TiO2-based capacitor is
characterized by good electrochemical stability even at high
voltage.90

The CV curve of the SC built with diamondized titania
electrodes is shown for comparison (see Figure 10b). A huge
improvement in electrode capacitance is clearly seen. The
stability range of the applied voltages seems to be diminished
in comparison to unmodified electrodes because of the
presence of BDD. However, BDD is known as an inhibitor
of water electrooxidation,41,52 thus it is very likely that
irreversible oxidation at the high voltage region is rather
related to the oxidation of sp2 carbon residues formed during
BDD deposition. Nevertheless, a voltage of 1.6 V was achieved
in the studied 1 M NaNO3 electrolyte.
Multiple charge−discharge cycles were performed in order

to test the influence of the applied voltage on the electro-
chemical performance and stability of the tested SCs. The

Figure 9. Charge accumulation simulated by DFT at the electrostatic
potential of 1 V for: (a) reference bare TiO2NT; (b) TiO2NT covered
by BDD, and (c) TiO2NT covered by TiC separated by H2SO4-based
electrolyte. Attn. The blue circles correspond to the atom positions.
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effect of 4 different ranges of applied voltage on capacitance
retention is shown in Figure 11. As is shown, very good
stability, even after 100k cycles, was obtained for the capacitor
tested with applied voltage range to 1.6 V. The capacitance
retention between the 10th and 100,000th chronopotentiom-
etry cycle was equal to 93%. The determined capacitance
retention for TiO2NT−BDD at this voltage is superior to other
hybrid SCs.26,91 The CV curves and EIS spectra recorded at
the beginning and after the electrochemical test confirm that a
TiO2NT−BDD-based SC can safely work under such
conditions, see Figure 11a, and the Supporting Information
file, Figure S3 and Table S1.
The extension of the limits of the polarization range

negatively affects the performance of the electrochemical cells.
The capacitance retention was equal to 81.2, 93.0, 69.8 and
28.5% for 1.4, 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 V, respectively.
The effect of the capacitance drop was also tracked using CV

and chronopotentiometry. The curves recorded before and

after a long-term charging test are shown in Figure 11b−d. It is
noteworthy that the decrease of capacitance is the highest at
the beginning of the charge−discharge tests, and then the
capacitance stabilized after approx. 10,000 cycles. In the case of
a multi-component electrode system, the total capacitance
originates from both EDLC as well as pseudofaradaic
capacitance (PC). Because the CV curves exhibit almost
perfect rectangular shape and there are no clear redox peaks
visible, the EDLC contribution is probably much higher.
However, the electrode material may exhibit Faradaic reactions
related to redox of Ti centers in TiO2 and changes of the BDD
surface termination. The EDLC capacitors are generally
characterized by much higher stability than PC.92 Additionally,
our system works in an aqueous electrolyte. Despite the fact
that in the organic electrolyte the higher operating voltages
may be achieved, the presence of organic solvent may
negatively affect the electrode stability during multiple
charge−discharge cycles in comparison to the water-based

Figure 10. Comparison of CV curves recorded in a two-electrode system for bare TiO2NT and diamondized SCs.

Figure 11. Results of long term electrochemical tests of TiO2NT−BDD recorded in two-electrode symmetrical cells: (a) Capacitance vs cycle
number plot; (b,c) CV curves recorded for 1.6 and 2.0 V; (d) exemplary chronopotentiometry curves for 1.6 V.
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electrolyte as it was previously reported.53 Thus, in the case of
TiO2NT−BDD tested in a more narrow potential range (1.4
and 1.6 V), the electrodes exhibits almost perfect stability
because mainly the EDLC is used. At the same time the
electroactive BDD surface affecting PC does not change, or
changes in a reversible fashion. In the case of the higher
operating voltage (1.8 and 2 V), the BDD surface termination
may be irreversibly oxidized, causing capacitance drop.
Changes in the BDD surface are reported to affect the
electrode electrochemical performance.93 The observed inter-
face modification is unfavorable for energy storage devices and
leads to lower capacitance retention rates. The tested cells
exhibit energy storage ability even in the 2.0 V range; however,
because of the poor capacitance retention, capacitances are
significantly lower. Thus, the modification of titania nanotubes
with BDD, leading to the formation of titania carbide clusters
allows electrode materials to be prepared that can work in
symmetric cells up to 2.0 V in aqueous electrolytes; however,
to achieve good electrochemical stability, the voltage should
not exceed 1.6 V.
The specific energy density Eg (W h kg−1) was determined

according to the relation eq 194,95

E C V m/2n
2= · · (1)

where C is the capacitance (F), V the applied voltage (V), m
the mass of the active material (kg). The specific power density
Pg (kW kg−1) is given by eq 296,97

P E t/g n dis= Δ (2)

where Δtdis is discharge time. In order to calculate these
parameters, one must estimate the mass loading of the active
electrode material. As pointed out by Gogotsi and Simon,98 the
exceptional performance of nanomaterial-based SCs results
from very low active material weight, while the performance
significantly declines in highly loaded electrodes. Nevertheless,
the aforementioned approach offers the best method of direct
energy density comparison between various electrode materi-
als. The mass of the TiO2NT−BDD was 0.375 mg, excluding
TiO2.
The gravimetric capacitance of the studied symmetric

TiO2NT−BDD SC was 41.47 F g−1 (for the capacitor tested
to 1.6 V). It should also be noted that the energy/power
density can only be used to characterize the electrochemical
profile of a SC device, rather than a single electrode.89 The
highest values for energy density and power density calculated
at a current density of 3 A g−1 were 14.74 W h kg−1 and 24.68
kW kg−1, respectively.99 The maximum power density of
TiO2NT−BDD SC is either much higher or similar, compared
to the values recently reported for other TiO2,

100,101

TiC,102,103 BDD,12,53 or graphene104−107 based SCs with
similar energy densities. Moreover, the maximum energy
density calculated for TiO2NT−BDD SC is similar to other
previously reported devices, however it is reached at up to 10
times lower power density, making our SC much more
efficient.97,108,109 The graphical representation of chosen
recently reported SCs performance is presented in the
Supporting Information (Figure S4). In order to further
improve material properties, it is essential to obtain high
volume of active nanomaterial, which may be achieved aiming
at novel materials with high surface area and hierarchical
porosity.110,111 High measured capacitance originates from the
titania carbide growths on titania nanotubes. In order to

address higher volumetric energy densities our next focus is
nanocomposite geometry and optimization of process
conditions, aiming for more homogeneous and dense
distribution of TiC nanoparticles, but also manipulating
TiO2NT thickness and pore diameter.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the composite TiO2NT−BDD electrodes were
fabricated utilizing specific combination of anodization
followed by CVD resulting in high-performance capacitive
effect. The specific plasma composition and CVD process
chemistry induces diamondization of titania nanotubes
resulting in simultaneous growth of complex BDD/TiC
interface. It was found that high capacitance phenomena is
delivered by nanoporous, multi-faceted and substoichiometric
TiC, forming clusters at the lateral surfaces of titania
nanotubes. Next, the brittle TiC interface is protected by
highly conductive although discontinuous BDD overlayer
providing also effective charge transfer at the electrode−
electrolyte barrier. The first-principles simulations manifested
320% increase of titania/TiC nanostructures attributed to the
tightly localized charge distribution in a very narrow region
right above the TiC surface.
Recent works manifested that TiC is formed by the

transformation of TiO2 to Ti2O3, while our BF-TEM studies
showed that nano-cylindrical and multi-faceted TiC clusters
are nucleated by surfaces defect at the inter-tubular interfaces
of TiO@NT array. On this basis, the detailed molecular
growth mechanism Ti−C formation at the interface of
TiO2NT−BDD composite was proposed.
The assembled two-electrode SC devices exhibited capaci-

tance 15 mF cm−2 at 0.1 V s−1 of the scan rate. The TiO2NT−
BDD electrodes allows for work in symmetric cells up to 2.0 V
in aqueous electrolytes to be prepared, however to achieve
good electrochemical stability, the voltage cannot exceed 1.6 V.
Designed SCs were characterized by outstanding long-term

cycling stability with capacitance retention of 93% after
100,000 chronopotentiometric cycles, overwhelming the draw-
back of capacitance retention of bare TiC electrodes. The
electrode capacitive behavior as well as the stability is primarily
attributed to formation of hydroxyl radicals on the BDD
electrode surface, with the consequence of surface passivation
at higher anodic polarization potentials.
Based on the experimental findings, we have achieved

remarkably high energy density of 14.74 W h kg−1 and a power
density of 24.68 kW kg−1, measured in two-electrode
conditions of the operating SC cell.
The novel diamondized titania nanocomposite SCs delivers

both high power and energy densities with high capacitance
retention rates allowing for work with aqueous electrolytes
without polymeric binders necessary for standard amorphous
carbon SCs.
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